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First-in-human and early CT guideline 
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Chronology 

  Revision led by a drafting group including experts from the national 

competent authorities and developed in close collaboration with EU 

Member States including the involvement of the CTFG (Clinical Trials 

Facilitation Group) 
 

  Concept paper – public consultation (july-sept.2016)  

 

 Draft revision of guideline – public consultation (nov. 2016-feb.2017) 

 

 Workshop at EMA with stakeholders (28/03/2017) 

 

 Adoption by CHMP (20/07/2017) and publication  

 

 Publication of comments received during consultations (27/09/2017) 

 

 Date of coming into effect (01/02/2018) 
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General considerations 

 1 priority = SAFETY and well-being of trial subjects  

 

 1 RECOMMENDATION  

 

 Guideline applies to all new chemical and biological IMPs 

 

 While ATMPs are not within the scope, some principles of the guideline 

are relevant on a case-by-case basis 
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General considerations 

 Scope 

 This guideline covers FIH/early CTs including those which generate 

initial knowledge in humans on tolerability, safety, PK and PD. 

These trials may also include collection of data on e.g. food or drug 

interactions, different age groups or gender, proof of concept and 

relative bioavailability of different formulations.  

 These trials are often undertaken in healthy volunteers but can 

 also include patients 

 

 Objectives of the revision 

 Provide support in the transition between non-clinical data and early clinical 

development (dose selection ++) 
 

 Identify the uncertainty factors associated with the IMP and risk 

minimization strategies to implement in the design and follow-up of the study 
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Non clinical aspect - toward a translational integration 

 1. Demonstration of relevance of the animal model 

 Target expression, pharmacodynamics and/or pharmacokinetics aspects 
 

 2. Nature of the target 

 « Down-stream effects »,  tissues distribution, polymorphisms and off-target effects 
 

 3. Pharmacodynamics 

 Sensitivity, specificity, time residence on the receptor  
 

 4. Pharmaco and toxicokinetics 

 PK/PD data integration (modelisation)  
 

 5. Safety pharmacology 

 Additional studies to investigate effects in these and other organ systems should be 

conducted on a case-by-case basis where there is a cause for concern 
 

 6. Toxicology 

 Taking account of mortality in all studies (range finding) and elucidation of the causes 

of death as well as the causal mechanism 
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Pharmacokinetics  

 

Starting dose: 
 
- Goal : estimate the dose that gives systemic exposure in humans, 

equivalent to that observed in the most relevant animal species 

(which might not necessarily be the most sensitive species) at a 

dose equal to NOAEL  

 

- How:  

- PBPK and PK/PD modelling  

- Allometric approach  

 

- Warning: the most conservative approach must be chosen 
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Pharmacokinetics 

 

Increment/Dose escalation: 
 

- Must be re-estimated (validated) in light of PK results 

becoming available after the very first dose or after the first 

dose giving measurable plasma/blood concentrations  

 

- The safety margin must be re-estimated on the basis of the 

human/animal species exposure ratio, and taken into account 

to validate the transition to a higher dose 
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Pharmacokinetics 

 

Stop-dose: 
 

- Similarly, the safety margin must be re-estimated on the basis 

of the human/animal species exposure ratio  
 

- The stop dose must be re-estimated/validated by comparing 

the safety margins: allometric vs exposure ratio 

 

- Evidence of non-linear PK should be taken into acocunt 
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Clinical aspects 

 1. Integrated protocols  

 Criteria to move from one part to another to pre-define  

 Overlap SAD/MAD may be acceptable if scientifically justified and supported 

by decision points and a review of available data before starting the MAD part  

 

 2. Subject assessments and interventions  

 Nature of assessments + timing + frequency to pre-specify  

 Routine general monitoring (e.g. vital signs, ECG, respiratory signs and 

symptoms, clinical laboratory values or general neurological assessment, 

physical examination and interview)  

 Length of follow-up of subjects to specify 

 Emerging clinical data  altering the frequency or timing of assessments if 

necessary 
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Clinical aspects 

 3. General considerations for all cohorts  

 To be pre-defined in the protocol :  

 number of subjects per cohort  

 optional additional cohorts + underlying rationale  

 Not acceptable to repeat a dose level where any of the dose escalation 

stopping rules has been met  

 Inclusion of the same subjects across multiple cohorts = possible if 

scientifically justified and only after an appropriately defined washout period 

+ no discontinuation criteria met 

 

 4. Considerations within a cohort  

 Sentinel dosing – flexibility allowed on a risk-proportionate basis with a 

clear scientific rationale 

 Use of placebo  allow for one subject on active and one on placebo to be 

dosed simultaneously prior to dosing the remaining subjects in the cohort 

(SAD / MAD) + adequate period of time for data review + dose stopping 

rules in place 
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Clinical aspects 

 5. Considerations between cohorts 

 No start of next cohort before participants in the immediately preceding 

cohort have been treated and PK, PD and clinical safety data are 

reviewed in accordance with the protocol  

 Review of all previous cohorts’ data in a cumulative manner (late 

emerging safety issues) 

 

 6. Data review  

 Data supporting dose escalation or beginning of a new study part to be 

described in the protocol (nature of data + timing) 

 Minimum criteria for data review = 

 Definition of « evaluable subjects » including the minimum number of 

evaluable subjects required for review and reliable decision-making. 

Subjects who have discontinued for any reason should also be considered 

for data review if at least one administration (of IMP/placebo) has occurred 

 Data collection should be complete to proceed to the next dose cohort 
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Clinical aspects 

 7. Stopping rules 

 Unambiguous stopping rules to be defined in the protocol  

 Rule should specify if the stop is a final end of dosing or a temporary halt 

 Should be defined for each of the following :   

 final stop to dosing and termination of the trial 

 stopping for an individual subject, at any time in the trial 

 stopping within a cohort 

 progression to the next part of the trial 

 any dose escalation parts of the trial 

 

 Stopping rules for healthy volunteer trials should include (but not be limited to): 

 a serious adverse reaction in one subject 

 severe non-serious adverse reactions in two subjects in the same cohort 

(independent of SOC) 

 

 Consideration should be given to: 

 Rolling revue of moderate non-serious AR  

 Change from baseline measurements 

 

 Dose stopping criterion comprising a maximum clinical exposure (Cmax or 

AUC) should generally be included  
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Clinical aspects 

 8. Monitoring and communication of AE/AR 

 Clear instructions in the protocol for unblinding in case of emergency  

 Plan for prompt communication of SAE / SUSAR / serious safety-

related protocol deviations  

 If emerging safety issues (eg. severe or serious AR)  sponsor should 

inform investigators and participants (at any site) as soon as possible, 

and at least prior to any planned next dosing 

 

 9. Documentation of sponsor and investigators responsibilities  

 Decision making group or safety review committee : composition, exact 

remit, roles of all members and relation to sponsor to be documented in 

the protocol 



Avertissement 

• Lien d’intérêt : personnel salarié de l’ANSM (opérateur de l’Etat). 

• La présente intervention s’inscrit dans un strict respect d’indépendance et 

d’impartialité de l’ANSM vis-à-vis des autres intervenants. 

• Toute utilisation du matériel présenté, doit être soumise à l'approbation préalable 

de l’ANSM. 

 

Warning 

• Link of interest: employee of ANSM (State operator). 

• This speech is made under strict compliance with the independence and 

impartiality of ANSM as regards other speakers. 

• Any further use of this material must be submitted to ANSM prior approval. 

 


